
1991-Apr-01_香港文汇报 Hong kong WenWei Press 

Hong Kong Wen Hui Press, article on Zhou paints by beard, in the section of Unique China

Wen Wei Po is a Hong Kong-based Chinese language newspaper, first established in Shanghai in January 
1938, with the Hong Kong version launched on 9 September 1948.

The paper is state-owned, controlled by the Liaison Office of the Central Government.[1] The publishers of 
Wen Wei Po aim to support the official mainland Chinese Xinhua News Agency in reporting the latest 
mainland developments. In 1989, when the editorial board openly objected to the use of force in the 1989 
Tiananmen Square protests, the editorial board was thereafter replaced.

The paper also covers and comments on Hong Kong news.

Wen Wei Po is an officially recognised newspaper for publishing legal advertisements under the direction 
of the government of Hong Kong.



1998-11-11_中国日报 China Daily News 

China Daily Press, reports on Zhou’s solo art exhibition in Macau

China Daily was established in June 1981 and has the widest print circulation of any English-language newspaper in China (over 
200,000 copies per issue, of which a third are abroad). The editorial office is in the Chaoyang District of Beijing, and the newspaper has 
branch offices in most major cities of China as well as several major foreign cities including New York City, Washington, D.C., London 
and Kathmandu. The paper is published by satellite in the United States, Hong Kong, and Europe.
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Japan Aoshan  Art Association belongs to Japanese Emperors family tree and only the top Japanese / 
International artists could be selected to the art magazine.



2004-August-17 世界日报  World Daily News 

World Journal, headline report on Zhou’s art
World Journal (Chinese: 世界日報; pinyin: Shìjiè Rìbào) is a daily Chinese-language newspaper serving overseas Chinese in North 
America, the largest Chinese-language newspaper in the United States,[1] and one of the largest Chinese-language newspapers 
outside of China, with a daily circulation of 350,000. The newspaper is headquartered in the Whitestone (白石) neighborhood of the 
borough of Queens in New York City. The World Journal is published in major cities containing large Chinese-speaking populations 
including New York City as well as Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Houston, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, and San Francisco in the United 
States, and Toronto and Vancouver in Canada. In Los Angeles, it was formerly known as the Chinese Daily News. 



2004-08-17 明报 Ming Pao Press
headline report on Zhou's art 

Ming Pao is a Chinese-language newspaper published by Ming Pao Group in 
Hong Kong. In the 1990s, Ming Pao established four overseas branches in 
North America, each provides independent reporting on local news and 
collect local advertisements. 
With a mission and long standing editorial direction to present 
comprehensive, objective and bias-free coverage and analyses on political and 
economic issues in both mainland China and Hong Kong. According to a 
Media Credibility Survey conducted by The Chinese University of Hong Kong 
in 2006, Ming Pao was selected as the most credible Chinese language 
newspaper. It aims at providing comprehensive and accurate reports on 
political and economic issues in Hong Kong and mainland China. Well 
known for its accuracy in language.



2004-08-17 星岛日报 Sing Tao Daily News 

headline report on Zhou’s art

The Sing Tao Daily is Hong Kong's second largest Chinese language 
newspaper. There are also at least 16 overseas editions of the Sing Tao Daily, 
which are published by 9 overseas news bureaus and circulated in 100 cities 
around the world. The Sing Tao Daily has chosen to refresh its image and 
editorial content by positioning itself as the newspaper of choice for the 
middle class, who demand a more high-brow content. 
The Sing Tao Daily overseas editions serve Chinese immigrants in the 
United States, Canada, Australia, Europe, and elsewhere. Since 2010, the 
Sing Tao Daily has significantly broadened its scope to further cover world 
business affairs, international political issues, and proceedings at the United 
Nations Headquarters.



2004-08-17  环球华报  Global Chinese Press

Global Chinese Press, headline report on Zhou’s group art 
exhibition in Toronto, Canada。



20040810 中国城市周刊 
China City Weekly Press, two full pages report on Zhou’s Hundreds Paintings of Chinese Martial Arts. This article is about 
Zhou's preparation and process on making martial arts paintings and how the paintings are promoted by WCO (World Custom 
Organization) and the government of China. During the time when Martial Arts was trying to apply to be one of the 
competitions at 2008 Olympic Game, Zhou Xu was invited by China Central Health Association to paint Hundreds Paintings of 
Chinese Martial Arts. This long scroll is 120 meters long, which is the longest Martial Arts Scroll in the world. 



键⼊入⽂文本

2004-08-24 星岛⽇日报 Sing Tao Daily News
headline report on Zhou was commissioned by the Chinese government of doing the 

project of hundred meters of martial art painting for 2008 Olympic Beijing Game. 



2008-01-15 明报 Ming Pao Press
report based on the interview with Zhou of his story behind the process of working on 
his new artwork Large Painting Series - Martyr Jiang Shangqing (Jiang Shangqing is 

the father of former Chinese President Jiang Zemin)



2009-08-06 Eastern Regional News
Two pages of report based on the interview with Zhou of his story behind the process 

of working on his landscape paintings at the town of Marmora.



2009-01-08 北美时报 North American Weekly Press
report on Zhou’s story behind on the process of making new project of A Hundred 

Canadian Lake Paintings.



20015-07-04 ⾐衣⾷食住⾏行 My Home Guide Press

report on Zhou’s new art album  Large Painting Series - Life of Xi Zhongxun (Xi 
Zhongxun is the father of Xi Jinping, the current General Secretary of the Communist 

Party and President of China) was published overseas, both in Hong Kong and Macau



20015-06-26 北美时报 North American Weekly Times
report on Zhou’s new art album  Large Painting Series - Life of Xi Zhongxun (Xi 
Zhongxun is the father of Xi Jinping, the current General Secretary of the Communist Party 
and President of China) was published overseas, both in Hong Kong and Macau



20041209 中国城市 名人名家 

China City Weekly Press, two full pages report on interview of Zhou's immigration life in Canada  and his 
new artworks on Canadian landscape. 
The news paper is run by People's Daily Press, which is a daily newspaper in China. The paper is an official 
newspaper of the Chinese Communist Party, published worldwide with a circulation of 3 to 4 million. 
The newspaper provides direct information on the policies and viewpoints of the government. It claims itself to 
have been ranked by UNESCO in 1992 as one of the top ten newspapers in the world. 



20050412 中国城市 名人名家 

China City Weekly Press, two full pages report on the interview of Zhou's artworks based on the historical theme,  
his working experiences with important politicians and the recognitions he received from government officials.



2008.1 中国艺术  Chinese Art 

Chinese Art Magazine, full page article report of Zhou and his artworks. 
China mainstream art magazine report on top artists in China and overseas.



2008 Member of Canadian Aboriginal and Minority Supplier Council 

Zhou was invited to have art exhibition at the event



2008.12 魅力中国  Charming China Magazine - Lifestyle section

Two full pages article on Zhou and his artworks. Charming China Magazine is one of the best seller 
magazine in China, which is distributed in party and government organizations, national research 
institute, enterprise and public institution, institutions of higher learning, and directly deliver to 
national ministries.



20100907_北美时报 North American Press 

North American Press held 2010 Canadian Chinese Youth Art Competition and  invited Zhou as the art consultant



20111101 春蕾慈善之夜 

China Art News, report on Zhou’s artwork was sold at the auction for the event called 
2011 Love and Heart, the Spring Bud Charity Show. 



2014-10 名人名商 
Fame Weekly Press, two full pages article on interview of Zhou's art exhibition at McKay art centre (one of the historic building), Unionville, Canada



Zhou's historic theme artworks were made into gift package of Red Classic CD, stamps etc
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